
Short Answer Questions 

1. Out of the two concentric circle ,the radius of the outer circle is 5cm and the chord FC is oflength 8cm is a tangent to the

inner circle .Find the radius of the inner circle. 

Sol. Let the chord FC of the larger circle touch the smaller circle at the point L. 

Since FC is tangent at the point L to the smaller circle with the centre 0. 

:. OL..lFC 

Since AC is chord of the bigger circle and OL..lFC. 

:. OL bisects FC 

FC=2FL 

⇒ 8=2FL

⇒ FL=4cm

Now, consider right-angled .6.FLO,we obtain 

0£2 = F02- FL
2 

= 52_42

=25-16 

=9 

OL =,v'9=3 

Hence, the radius of the smaller or inner circle is 3cm 

2. Prove that the centre of a circle touching two intersecting lines lies on the angle bisector of the lines.

Sol. Let l1 and l2,two intersecting lines, intersect at A, be the tangents from an external point A to a circle with centre X, at Band F 
respectively. 

Join XB and XF 

Now, in .6.ABX and .6.ARX, we have 
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XC=XD [radii of a circle] 

:. By SSS congruency , we have 

.6.XCA�.6.XDA 

⇒� LXAC=LXAD

=½LCAD=½ x120°=60° 

In .6.XCA ,LXCA=90° 

AC 
= cos60° 

AX 

⇒ AX=2AC

Also, AX=AC + AC 

⇒ AX=AC + AD [Since, AC=AD]

2./f x,y,z are the sides of a right triangle where c is hypotenuse,prove that the radius r of the circle which touches the sides of 

the triangle is given by 

x+y-z 
r =-2-

Sol. Let the circle touches the sides YZ,ZX,XY of the right triangle XYZ at D,E,F respectively,where YZ=x,ZX=y and XY=z.Then XE = 

XF and YD = YF. 

X 

----x----

Also, ZE=ZD=r 

I.e., y-r=XF,

x-r =yF 

Or XY=z=XF+YF 

⇒ Z=y-r+x-r

x+y-z 
⇒ r = -2-

3./n the given figure,from an external poiny P,a tangent PT and a line segment PXY is drawn to a circle with the centre O.ON is 

perpendicular on the chord XY. Prove that: 

(i)PX.PY= PY2-XN2 

AC 
= 

AX 












